New generation of
transparent, acoustic
curtain fabrics
Innovative, elegant and high quality
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Vescom continues to innovate and is expanding its collection with two
new transparent, acoustic curtain fabrics: Corsica and Capri. Different
yarns have been used for texture, a play between matt and shiny. Both
qualities are a natural enhancement to the three existing transparent,
acoustic fabrics: Carmen, Marmara and Formoza. All from our own
weaving mill!
With these fabrics, Vescom not only welcomes two acoustic fabrics with excellent
sound-reducing values (alphaw 0.65); Corsica and Capri also look stylish and come
into their own in an open space. Regardless of whether this space is a hotel lobby,
meeting room or an office environment. What really sets the curtain fabrics apart is the
fact that they’re translucent – a factor that seems at odds with sound absorption. The
fabrics are so light and translucent that they connect, rather than divide, space. Corsica
and Capri are also extremely soft yet strong and high performing.

curtain – design Corsica
Corsica: natural linen look
Corsica proves that aesthetics and functionality can be combined. Despite the high
acoustic value, the floor-to-ceiling fabric has a friendly textile feel with a soft linen look.
In addition, this fabric creates a comfortable mood to ease any room. Corsica
characterises a beautiful blended effect, is available in a wide range of natural colours
and can be perfectly combined with other linen-like fabrics.

curtain – design Capri
Capri: functional elegance
Curtain fabric Capri brings a room alive, while providing acoustic benefits to ease the
ambient feel and level of comfort, exactly as Corsica does. The fabric has a pleasant
and smooth texture while offering a chic look and offers a pallet of colours of special
metallic tints such as bronze, silver and platinum.
Functional properties
Vescom's acoustic curtain fabrics are floor-to-ceiling and therefore can be made up
without seams. They are lightfast, colourfast, fire retardant, safe, functional, durable
and, in many cases, washable at high temperatures. All fabrics are Oeko-Tex certified.
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Vescom develops, produces and distributes high-quality interior products for the international contract market:
wallcovering, upholstery and curtain fabrics. Vescom stands for high quality. When it comes to technology,
design and service. Distinctive designs and sustainable materials form the basis of our collections. Products
produced by Vescom are used in the contract market: primarily in the hospitality, healthcare, office and
education sectors.
In addition to the head office in Deurne (the Netherlands), Vescom has a widely branching network of
Vescom sales offices. In Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Latin America and the United State of America.
Vescom works with distributors in other parts of the world. Vescom (1971) is part of the Vescom Group.

